
“Rules of Thumb” on Landing Distance Calculations

Condition Possible Effect on Landing Distance

Non-stabilized Approach Unpredictable

Excess Airspeed

Dry Runway Additional 300 feet per 10 knots

Wet Runway Additional 500 feet per 10 knots

Extended Flare (Floating) Additional 2,500 feet per 10 knots

Normal Airspeed

Negative Runway Slope
Additional 10 percent of landing distance 
per 1 percent downhill slope

Delayed Touchdown Additional 230 feet per second (fps)

Excessive TCH Additional 200 feet per 10 feet above TCH

Delayed Braking Additional 220 fps

Note: These rules of thumb are compiled from the textual material presented in FAA-H-8083-3A. The values
contained in this table are not intended to replace data provided by either the manufacturer or the company 
to perform calculations with the accuracy required for certification or FAA approval. It is intended as a quick
reference for pilots making a landing or go-around decision based on previously calculated landing distances. 

Sample Landing Distance Worksheet for Part 91 Operations

1. Un-factored AFM landing distance 
(dry runway) (Baseline data) 3,000 ft

2. Airspeed additive to be held to the landing
threshold, e.g. all of the gust. Max additive
of 20 knots. Landing distance increase:

Dry runway: 20-30 feet per knot
Wet runway: 40-50 feet per knot
Extended flare: 250 feet per knot

(5 knot additive)
250 ft
1,250 ft

3. Add two seconds flare time due to gusty
winds (results in a 230 feet/sec additive) 460 ft

4. Night–No glidepath–Assume a 10 foot
error. (Add 200 feet to the landing distance) 200 ft

5. Any additions caused by minimum equip-
ment list (MEL)/Configuration Deviaton
List (CDL) requirements

500 ft

6. Subtotal 5,660 ft

7. Runway condition: If wet, add 15 percent
of line 6 or use AFM data if available 850 ft

8. Contaminated runway adjustment to line
6 per AFM and SOPs

9. Less than maximum braking, add 20 per-
cent of line 6 or use AFM data if available 1,130 ft

Total of 6 + 7  8 + 9 7,640 ft

AC 91-79 Highlights

• The hazards that lead to runway
overruns include non-stabilized ap-
proaches, excess airspeed, landing
beyond the intended touchdown
point and “failure to assess re-
quired landing distance to account
for slippery or contaminated run-
way conditions or any other
changed conditions existing at the
time of landing.” It is because con-
ditions change during flight that
the FAA wants pilots to reassess
landing-distance requirements just
before time of arrival.

• To prevent overruns, the FAA rec-
ommends risk-mitigation processes
such as use of standard operating
procedures, incorporation of the
AC 91-79 information in training
programs and increased emphasis
on overrun-prevention in check rides,
proficiency checks and flight reviews.

• The AC also includes three charts
with useful rules of thumb and other
information that pilots should un-
derstand. (See boxes on page 8.) n

Can U Stop?
C-Calculate U-Understand S-Stabilize P-Professional

Use the manufacturer’s or company data 
to determine the landing distance required
before departure and again before landing
based on company SOPs. Use the appropri-
ate factors and be sure to consider dry/wet
runways and associated contamination,
planned touchdown point and speed over the
landing threshold, wind speed and direction,
inoperative equipment and special cases.

The manufacturer’s AFM landing data
is baseline data, and it is derived
from flight test data. Factors should
be applied to the data to adjust it 
for the current conditions. Pilots
should adhere to the operator’s SOPs
and best operating practices which
will result in the safest aeronautical
decision making.

Ensure that you under-
stand all the require-
ments of a stabilized
approach and you are
able to fly one given the
actual conditions. If
not–GO AROUND!

Land like a profes-
sional using the 
aircraft’s capabilities
as described in the
AFM and SOPs. 
A professional puts
safety ahead of style.


